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Abstract
Behavioural economics for Animal Shelters
Behavioural economics refers to the science of understanding why humans don't make logical decisions, and
how to utilise these subconscious irrationalities to help them make better choices. Corporate marketing
companies have been utilising techniques such as heuristics, framing, scarcity, and loss aversion for decades,
but behavioural economics tries to use these 'nudges' to encourage people to make choices that are better for
the community, environment or themselves.
Opportunities for the animal welfare sector are multifarious, from adoption pricing and difficult breed adoptions
through to reducing pet surrender rates, from growing a reliable volunteer base, to fundraising effectiveness,
and encouraging owners to desex their pets.
This presentation will illustrate some of these common techniques, give fun examples of how they are being
used by the commercial sector every day, and how animal welfare and government organisations can utilise
similar principles to encourage improved community compliance and to run more effective shelters.

Full Paper:
Introduction
Behavioural economics refers to the science of understanding why humans don't make logical decisions, and how to utilise
these subconscious irrationalities to help them make better choices. Corporate marketing companies have been utilising
techniques such as heuristics, framing, scarcity, and loss aversion for decades, but behavioural economics tries to use these
'nudges' to encourage people to make choices that are better for the community, environment or themselves.
Opportunities for the animal welfare sector are multifarious, from adoption pricing and difficult breed adoptions through to
reducing pet surrender rates, from growing a reliable volunteer base, to fundraising effectiveness, and encouraging owners
to desex their pets.
This presentation will illustrate some of these common techniques, give fun examples of how they are being used by the
commercial sector every day, and how animal welfare and government organisations can utilise similar principles to
encourage improved community compliance and to run more effective shelters.
Having had an introduction to the theories of behaviour change in the preceding paper – Why Humans are the Key to Animal
Welfare – this paper will focus more specifically on behavioural economics and examples and potential uses for the animal
welfare industry.
Economics as a field assumes we are rational – that we’ll take the best option because it’s the best option, that we’re fully
informed, that all the options are equally simple and understood and accessible, and that humans think like computers.
Behavioural science proves that is very rarely the case. We are affected by bias, by shortcuts our brains take to make
quicker decisions, by information aversion and what our friends are doing, by fear and by past experiences. We prove over
and over again that humans do not do the right thing just because you’ve told them what the right thing is. Or even because
they know something to be the right thing. We work so much on the assumption that if only people knew, if only they
understood, they would behave better. And unfortunately, it’s why we continue to set policies, push for legislation, build
strategies, plan education programmes and community engagement initiatives, and they continue to make mediocre
changes at best. They should have worked; but they don’t.
Behavioural economics takes these two sciences, and tries to work out how to build economics around people, not the other
way around. Rather than setting policies that make sense, using legislation, punitive options or even incentives to try to fit
people into the world that we want, we try to build policies, initiatives and programmes around the way people do work rather
than the way we would like them to.
And countries across the world are getting on board with ‘nudge units’ to help them do just this. So what is a nudge?
A nudge is an intervention to help you do the right thing, still giving you free will with no incentive or punishment, simply
making it slightly easier for you to make the right choice.
Why? Because Punishments don’t work when the regulator isn’t present and are expensive to enforce, and incentives are
expensive, not sustainable and require escalatingly high values.
Examples of principles used to affect human behaviour:
1. Scarcity
Let’s start with a simple one. Diamonds. One of the most expensive and valued commodities. Sought after, highly priced and
considered rare jewels.
Except that diamonds aren’t that rare. Most are just kept off the market in vaults underground so that they remain rare on the
market. Scarcity makes an item more valuable.

So how could we use this in the animal welfare industry? How about Territorio de Zaguates, a shelter in Costa Rica who
stopped talking about their dogs as rescues and crossbreeds, and started talking about them as rare and unique. They
advertised ‘breeds’ such as the Chubby-tailed german dobernauzer, the Fire-tailed border cockertzu or the Alaskan
collerfluffiterrier. They used words like “never seen before” and “exclusively available here”.
And of course, their adoptions increase. By 1600%. They attracted enough sponsors to cover all their shelter expenses for a
year.
Unfortunately, often in the shelter industry we use words like: “please help us”, and “this animal is unloved”, and “this animal
has been here a long time”, and “we’ll make them free or cheap in order to help them find homes”. Not only are we making
them common, we’re making them less valuable.
2. Decoys
This is when shops provide a cheap option, a middle option and an expensive option in a strategic plan to encourage the
purchase of the middle item. Examples include that the second cheapest and the second most expensive bottle of wine on a
menu are always the most popular. Those on a budget don’t appear ‘cheap, while those wanting something exclusive don’t
feel they’re being too decadent. This pricing structure is not by accident.
Most vets will be fairly familiar with the likelihood of owners of sick animals taking the ’middle option’ to work up a case. How
could we utilise this to our advantage? How about the setting of adoption prices? Whenever we have puppies or in-demand
breeds in the shelter, increasing their price not only increases their value in the eyes of those wanting the exclusive option, it
improves the attractiveness of the ‘middle option’: the brindle Staffordshire bull terrier.
3. Loss aversion
People on average feel the loss of something twice as greatly as the gain. Similarly, most people require more incentive to give
something up that they already have, than they would be willing to pay to acquire the item in the first place. Studies have been
done that demonstrate this with students being unwilling to trade an item (mug vs chocolate) that they were given for free, for
an item of an identical value.
So what are the applications for animal shelters? Firstly, if you can get someone to take home a pet (for example, on foster or
a trial period) they will find it much more difficult to return the animal than they would have found it difficult to resist adopting in
the shelter. The idea of losing the pet is much more unpleasant than the pleasant idea of gaining the pet.
More abstract applications involve the commonly misguided technique of giving away free dog training with adoptions. The
‘pleasure’ of the free item is not as strong as the ‘displeasure’ of perhaps having to part with their funds if they do not turn up.
So structure your fees in a way that places loss aversion more prominently than free value.
This leads closely to…
4. Hyperbolic discounting
In the irrational instincts of the human mind, a dollar now is worth more than a dollar later. Small pleasure now is more
valuable than more substantial pleasure later. The well-known “marshmellow test” put children in a room with a marshmellow,
and told them that if they didn’t eat it, they could have two marshmellows later. Not many children succeeded in the
experiment, and adults are not much better.
From eating chocolate now being more pleasurable now than a bikini body in summer, to choosing $100 cash now over the
option of $110 next week, most humans are fallible to the idea that value now is more valuable than later. And the further away
the time difference is, the more fallible we are.

So we must either make a future reward substantially higher than a current cost or, more likely, we need to put distance
between the cost and the pleasure. Afterpay schemes, direct debits and other delay tactics are all extremely likely to improve
uptake of programmes such as registration or desexing.
It’s not that people inherently are lazy, or don’t want to do the right thing. Their brains just aren’t wired to help them, so we
need to make adjustments for this rather than just wishing it weren’t so. As Richard Thaler, the ‘father of behavioural
economics’ and co-author of Freakonomics says, “people aren’t dumb – the world is hard”.
5. IKEA effect
People apportion a higher value to things they have been involved in the creation of. And the value increases proportionally
with the difficulty of the task.
When asked to rate the value of pieces of origami they had created, the makers universally rated their pieces higher than
those who were not involved in the making. In fact, the scores for the more complex origami pieces – rated substantially
lower in value by the bystanders – were ranked even more valuable by those who had been tasked with creating them.
This not only applies to involving our teams, our stakeholders and our communities in the design and implementation of our
programmes and strategies, it applies more directly to our day to day lives.
Can we include the community in rehabilitation of dogs? Will someone who has helped do the training of a behaviourally
complex dog be more likely to adopt it at the end?
Asking an owner at a vet clinic to assist you with a treatment rather than taking it out the back helps them feel what you did
was worth more.
Asking your staff to make the signage about your workplace values to stick on the walls, helps them take pride in those
values.
6. Reciprocity
When testing how to increase tips in the USA, one study evaluated the increase in tips if the waiter provided a mint with the
bill. They found that tips go up 4% when one mint is provided per customer. That more than doubles to 9% with two mints
provided. But give one mint, hesitate and then offer a second mint while saying “just for you”, and tips go up 24%.
This is related to people feeling that they must return a favour.
So how can we harness this?
Do something for your volunteers shortly before you need them for a working bee. It doesn’t need to be costly. Or Send a
small gift to donors – but not as a direct reward for their recent donation as this can actually reduce the altruism effect. But
send it before an ask, and they’ll feel an innate sense of obligation to reciprocate.
7. Social norms
People want to belong. They want to belong to people who they like, and who they are like. This is one of the most powerful
tools available to the savvy organisation.
What about advertising how many people ‘like you’ did get their pets desexed, rather than didn’t. Creating an ‘us and them’ is
powerful, and while there are many ways that this can be used for ill-will, in this situation it can also be incredibly valuable.
Letting people know that vaccinating OR desexing OR registering OR adopting instead of shopping is something that people
LIKE THEM do, is something that will help them belong, something that makes them part of a movement, that’s powerful.

8. Defaults
The design of a form or pricing structure is paramount. Most people rarely move away from the default option, even when
they have the choice to do so. This is one of the major differences in the percentage of people who are organ donors in
various countries – those where it is the assumed default that you will donate your organs unless you opt out have above
80% donation rate. Those who require you to change from a default ‘no’ towards a ‘yes’ have an average donation rate
below 10%. And yet most of us would never believe that the design of a form would affect our likelihood of donating our
organs.
So what if our adoptions came with “opt out” options for pet insurance? What if our new houses in development suburbs
came with cat containment runners on all fences unless you asked for it removed? What if a harness came with all adoptions
to avoid people going to buy a choker chain on the way home?
And many more:
These devices are just the tip of the iceberg of heuristics and behavioural traits that are available to organisations willing to
take the leap to try a new, sustainable and innovative approach to helping animals – through helping people make better
decisions. By creating programmes that utilise how people do work, rather than how we would like them to.
Ethics
Many of these tactics have been used by marketing companies and governments for decades, and some of them walk a fine
line between ‘nudging’ and manipulation. It is important for the sake of all animal welfare organisations that we maintain the
good will and trust of our communities, and it is therefore vital that these are used carefully and with integrity.
If in doubt, be sure to be transparent and honest in any programmes and interventions.
But how do we use them?
Firstly, don’t assume you know how people work. It is important to fully understand why people are behaving the way they
are before investing in an intervention to change it. Some behaviours are simple to understand, plenty of them aren’t.
There are ways to test and research which solutions might best solve the issue you want to address, and very often if we
implement things without that testing, you may spend a lot of time and resource on a pointless policy or initiative or
programme.
Research properly, communicate openly, and test in small doses first. Be sure to have measureable outcomes and
continually test and adapt as needed. But also, have fun. Some of these ideas are cheap and simple to implement, and if
nothing else, can bring new enthusiasm and community interest to an age-old problem.
In summary, the animal welfare world needs to take lessons from those who have been most successful at changing human
behaviours (marketing companies), and start embracing the way that humans work rather than hoping to change them.

